Abstract-Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication (SpMV) is a very challenging computational kernel, since its performance depends greatly on both the input matrix and the underlying architecture. The main problem of SpMV is its high demands on memory bandwidth, which cannot yet be abudantly offered from modern commodity architectures. One of the most promising optimization techniques for SpMV is blocking, which can reduce the indexing structures for storing a sparse matrix, and therefore alleviate the pressure to the memory subsystem. However, blocking methods can severely degrade performance if not used properly. In this paper, we study and evaluate a number of representative blocking storage formats and present a performance model that can accurately select the most suitable blocking storage format and the corresponding block shape and size for a specific sparse matrix. Our model considers both the memory and computational part of the kernel, which can be non-negligible when applying blocking, and also assumes an overlapping of memory accesses and computations that modern commodity architectures can offer through hardware prefetching mechanisms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV) is one of the most important and widely used scientific kernels arising in a variety of scientific problems. The SpMV kernel poses a variety of performance issues both in single and multicore configurations [5] , [14] , [19] , which are mainly due to the memory-intensive nature of the SpMV algorithm. To this end, a number of optimization techniques have been proposed, such as register and cache blocking [7] , [8] , compression [10] , [18] , and column or row reordering [12] . The main purpose of all these techniques is to either reduce the total working set of the algorithm, i.e., the total amount of data that needs to be fetched from main memory, or create more regular memory access patterns (reordering techniques). Blocking methods fall mainly into the first category, since their main advantage is that they can considerably reduce the total working set of the algorithm, thus applying less pressure to the memory subsystem. By alleviating the memory pressure, blocking techniques leave more space for optimizations targeting the computational part of the kernel as well, such as loop unrolling and vectorization [9] , which can further improve performance.
In general, blocking storage formats for sparse matrices can be divided into three categories: (a) storage formats that apply zero-padding aggresively in order to construct full blocks, (b) storage formats that decompose the original matrix into k submatrices, where the k − 1 submatrices use blocking without padding and the k-th matrix is stored in standard Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format [2] , and (c) storage formats that use variable size blocks without padding, but at the expense of additional indexing structures. Blocked Compressed Sparse Row (BCSR) [8] and Unaligned BCSR [17] formats are typical examples of the first category. Both formats try to exploit small two-dimensional dense subblocks inside the sparse matrix with their main difference being that BCSR imposes a strict alignment to its blocks at specific row-and column-boundaries. Agarwal et al. [1] decompose the input matrix by extracting regular common patterns, such as dense subblocks and partial diagonals. Similarly, Pinar and Heath [12] decompose the original matrix into two submatrices: a matrix with horizontal onedimensional dense subblocks without padding and a matrix in CSR format containing the remainder elements. Pinar and Heath [12] present also an one-dimensional variablesized blocking storage format, while in [13] the Variable Blocking Row (VBR) format is presented, which constructs two-dimensional variable blocks at the cost of two additional indexing structures.
In this paper, we study and evaluate the performance of five different storage formats, which are representative of the blocking strategies for sparse matrices: (a) BCSR, (b) BCSR-DEC, which is the decomposed version of BCSR, (c) BCSD (Block Compressed Sparse Diagonal), which is a variation of BCSR exploiting dense diagonal subblocks, (d) BCSD-DEC, which is the decomposed version of BCSD, and (e) 1D-VBL (One-dimensional Variable Block Length), which is the storage format proposed in [12] . Our evaluation shows that none of them can be considered as a panacea, since in our matrix suite consisting of 30 matrices from different problem categories every storage format managed to achieve the best overall performance for at least two matrices. Additionally, the standard CSR format should always be considered as a competing storage format, since in many problems without an underlying 2D/3D geometry, blocking methods could not provide any speedup.
With such a variety of efficient blocking storage formats and considering the different combination of block shapes for each format, that can also have a significant impact in performance [9] , it is obvious that a performance model is needed, in order to select the most appropriate combination of storage format and block shape. Such a performance model should not only be able to predict the execution time of a specific blocking method, but also to guide the selection of the best combination of blocking storage and block shape. Towards this direction, Gropp et al. [6] used a simple performance model to predict the performance of CSR, in which case the execution time was computed as the ratio of the algorithm's working set to the machine's memory bandwidth. However, when moving to blocking storage formats, the memory wall problem is not so intense as in the CSR case and, as pointed out in [9] , the computational part of the kernel is non-negligible and the selection of a block that favors computational optimizations can lead to even higher performance. Therefore, a model that would also account for the computational part of the kernel should be considered. Vuduc et al. [16] and Buttari et al. [3] propose a simple heuristic that accounts for the computational part of BCSR by estimating the padding of blocks and by profiling a dense matrix, but it is constrained to the BCSR format only. In this work, we propose two general performance models for the prediction of the execution time of blocked sparse kernels that take into account the computational part of the kernel: a model that considers separately the memory and computational part of the algorithm (MEMCOMP) and a model that assumes an overlapping between the two parts (OVERLAP). We compare both models to the simple streaming model (MEM) presented in [6] . Although MEM can generally provide a good selection of method and block shape, it can fall short on its selection, when the problem becomes more computational intensive. The contrary is true with MEMCOMP model. However, the OVERLAP model adapts better to each case and can yield a fairly good selection of method and block shape, which leads to performance that lies on average 2% off the best SpMV performance achieved for the microarchitecture used in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents and discusses the different blocking storage formats for sparse matrices. Section III discusses the performance issues involved when applying blocking to SpMV, Section IV presents the performance models proposed in this paper, Section V presents an experimental evaluation of the different blocking storage formats considered and evaluates the proposed performance models. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF BLOCKING STORAGE FORMATS
In this section, we consider blocking storage formats for sparse matrices that can be applied to an arbitrary sparse matrix, as opposed to storage formats which assume a special nonzero elements pattern, e.g., tri-band, diagonal sparse matrices, etc. Before proceeding with the description of any blocking format, we describe briefly the standard sparse matrix storage format, namely the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format [2] . CSR uses three arrays to store a n × m sparse matrix with nnz nonzero elements: an array val of size nnz to store the nonzero elements of the matrix, an array col ind of size nnz to store the column indices of every nonzero element, and an array row ptr of size n + 1 to store pointers to the first element of each row in the val array.
Blocking storage formats for sparse matrices can be divided into two large categories: (a) formats with fixedsize blocks that employ aggressively padding with zeros to construct full blocks and (b) formats that do not pad at all. The second category can be further divided depending on the strategy used to avoid padding. There have been proposed two strategies to avoid padding in the literature: (a) decompose the original matrix into two or more matrices, where each matrix contains dense subblocks of some common pattern (e.g., rectangular, diagonal blocks, etc.), while the last matrix contains the remainder elements in a standard sparse storage format [1] , and (b) use variablesized blocks [12] , [13] . In the following, we will present each blocking method in more detail.
A. Blocking with padding
Blocked Compressed Sparse Row: The most prominent blocking storage format for sparse matrices that uses padding is the Blocked Compressed Sparse Row (BCSR) format [8] . BCSR is the blocked version of CSR, which instead of storing and indexing single nonzero elements, it stores and indexes two-dimensional fixed-size blocks with at least one nonzero element. BCSR will use padding in order to construct full blocks. Specifically, BCSR uses three arrays to store a sparse matrix: (a) bval , which stores linearly in rowwise or column-wise order the values of all blocks present in the matrix, (b) bcol ind , which stores the block-column indices, and (c) brow ptr , which stores pointers to the first element of each block row in bval . Another property of BCSR is that it imposes a strict alignment to its blocks: each r × c block should be aligned at r row-and c columnboundaries, i.e., a r × c block should always start at the position (i, j), such that mod(i, r) = 0 and mod(j, c) = 0. This restriction leads generally to more padding (see Fig. 1 ), but it has two main advantages: it facilitates the construction of the BCSR format and it can have a positive impact on performance, when using vectorization [9] . A variation of BCSR is the Unaligned BCSR (UBCSR) [17] , which relaxes the above restriction, in order to avoid padding.
Blocked Compressed Sparse Diagonal: The Blocked Compressed Sparse Diagonal (BCSD) format is analogous to BCSR, but exploits small diagonal subblocks inside the matrix. Like BCSR, it also uses three arrays-bval , bcol ind , and brow ptr -to store the input matrix, but in this case bval stores the elements of each diagonal subblock, while bcol ind continues to store the column index of each subblock. BCSD also imposes an alignment restriction as to where each diagonal block can start. Specifically, each diagonal block of size b should start at the position (i, j), such that mod(i, b) = 0. This restriction effectively separates the matrix into block rows or segments of size b (see Fig. 1 ). The brow ptr array then stores pointers to the first element of each segment in the the bval array. BCSD also uses padding to construct full blocks.
A version of this format has been initially proposed in [1] as part of a decomposed method, which extracted common dense subblocks from the input matrix. A similar format, called RSDIAG, is also presented in [15] , but it maintains an additional structure that stores the total number of diagonals in each segment. This format was also part of a decomposed method.
B. Blocking without padding
Decomposed matrices: A common practice to avoid padding is to decompose the original input sparse matrix into k smaller matrices, where the first k − 1 matrices consist of elements extracted from the input matrix that follow a common pattern, e.g., rectangular or diagonal dense subblocks, while the k-th matrix contains the remainder elements of the input matrix, stored in a standard sparse matrix storage format. In this paper, we present and evaluate the decomposed versions of BCSR (BCSR-DEC) and BCSD (BCSD-DEC). For these formats k = 2, i.e., the input matrix is split into only two submatrices, the first containing full blocks without padding and the second the remainder elements stored in CSR format.
Variable size blocks: An alternative solution to avoid padding when using blocking is to use variable size blocks. Two methods have been proposed in the literature that use variable-size blocks: one-dimensional Variable Block Length (1D-VBL) [12] , which exploits one-dimensional horizontal blocks, and Variable Block Row (VBR) [13] , which exploits two-dimensional blocks. 1D-VBL uses four arrays to store a sparse matrix: val , row ptr , bcol ind , and blk size. The val and row ptr arrays serve exactly the same purpose as in CSR, while bcol ind stores the starting column of each block and blk size stores the size of each block. VBR is more complex and it actually partitions the input matrix horizontally and vertically, such that each resulting block contains only nonzero elements. In order to achieve this, it uses two additional arrays compared to CSR to store the start of each block-row and block-column. Figure 1 summarizes how each block format forms blocks from neighboring elements.
III. PERFORMANCE ISSUES OF BLOCKING
The SpMV kernel in modern commodity microarchitectures is in most cases bound from memory [5] bandwidth. Although there exist other potential performance problems in this kernel, such as indirect references, irregular accesses, and loop overheads, the bottleneck in the memory subsystem is categorized as the most important SpMV performance problem in both single-and multithreaded configurations [5] , [9] , [19] . The great benefit of blocking methods is that they can substantially reduce the working set of the SpMV algorithm, thus reducing the demands on memory bandwidth and alleviating the pressure to the memory subsystem. The reduction of the working set is mainly due to the fact that blocking methods maintain a single index for each block column instead of an index for each element. Therefore, the col ind structure of CSR, which comprises almost half of the working set of the algorithm, can be significantly reduced. A consequence of reducing the memory bandwidth demands of the SpMV kernel is that the computational part is then more exposed, since it comprises a larger portion of the overall execution time. Therefore, optimizations targeting the computational part can have significant impact on performance [9] . However, each blocking method has its own advantages and pitfalls, which are summarized in the following.
Fixed size blocking with padding: The main advantage of these methods is that they allow for efficient implementations of block-specific kernels since the size-and in most cases the alignment-of blocks is known a priori. However, if the nonzero elements pattern of the input matrix is rather irregular, these methods lead to excessive padding, overwhelming any benefit from the reduction of the size of col ind structure. Additionally, the selection of the most appropriate block is not straightforward, especially if vectorization is used, since instruction dependencies and hardware limitations of the vector units of modern commodity architectures can significantly affect the overall performance [9] .
Decomposed methods: Although decomposed methods avoid padding, they suffer from three problems: (a) there is no temporal or spatial locality (except in the input vector) between the different k SpMV operations, (b) additional operations are needed to accumulate the partial results to the final output vector, and (c) the remainder CSR matrix will have very short rows, which can further degrade the overall performance due to loop overheads and cache misses on the input vector [5] .
Variable size blocking: The variable size blocking has also the advantage of not employing padding to construct blocks, but at the expense of additional data structures. Therefore, any gain in the final working set of the algorithm by eliminating padding and reducing the col ind structure can be overwhelmed by the size of the additional data structures. Finally, the extra level of indirection that variable size blocking methods introduce can further degrade performance.
IV. PERFORMANCE MODELS
From the above discussion of blocking storage formats for sparse matrices, it is obvious that the correct selection of both a blocking method and an appropriate block (for fixed sized blocking methods) can be a tedious task. Therefore, a performance model is needed that could guide the selection of the appropriate blocking method and exact block and, possibly, the use of a specially tuned multiplication kernel, e.g., with or without vectorization. In this paper, we examine two new performance models that account also for the computational part of the kernel (MEMCOMP and OVERLAP) and compare them to the classic memory bandwidth-based model of Gropp et al. [6] (MEM). The performance models that we propose here are suitable for fixed size blocks with or without padding (decomposed blocking methods). We do not consider variable size blocking methods, since our experiments showed that they have very little potential to provide competitive performance, due to the space and computational overhead that their additional data structures incur. In addition, we have chosen not to directly compare with the heuristic presented in [15] , since this targets specifically the BCSR storage format, and thus, it is not as generic as the models presented herein.
According to [5] , the total execution time of SpMV is determined primarily by the memory transfer times, and secondarily by the memory latency that should be paid for cache misses due to irregular accesses on the input vector, the loop overheads when the matrix comprises of very short rows, and the useful arithmetic operations that perform the actual multiplication. Each model makes different assumptions for the significance of these times.
The MEM model: This model regards the SpMV as a pure streaming kernel and ignores the memory latencies incurred by cache misses and the computational part of the kernel. Therefore, if ws is the working set of the SpMV algorithm for a specific storage format and BW is the effective memory bandwidth of the system, the predicted execution time according to the MEM model is
This model is fairly general and can be applied to any blocking method for sparse matrices. The MEMCOMP model: The MEMCOMP model builds upon the MEM model by considering also the computational part of the kernel. It can be applied on fixed size blocking methods, either decomposed or not. According to this model, the predicted execution time for a storage format decomposed into k matrices is
where nb i is the total number of blocks for the i-th matrix in the decomposition and t bi is the estimated execution time for a single block of the i-th matrix. In general, each matrix of the decomposition can be stored with a different block, even with a different fixed size blocking storage format. If k = 1, this model computes the execution time of a fixed size blocking method with padding. The time t bi differs between block methods, specific blocks, and implementations (e.g., SIMD). These block times can be obtained by profiling the execution of a very small dense matrix, which is stored using every blocking method and block under consideration and fits in the L1 cache of the target machine. The MEMCOMP model also treats CSR as a degenerate blocking method with 1×1 blocks and nb = nnz . The OVERLAP model: The idea behind the OVERLAP model is that modern commodity architectures employ smart hardware prefetching mechanisms, which apart from hiding the memory latency by reducing the cache misses, they can effectively overlap computations and memory transfers, since they fetch new data from main memory to cache, while the processor is processing the current data. As discussed in [5] , the hardware prefetching mechanisms of modern commodity architectures can accurately predict the memory access pattern of SpMV and can provide large speedups. The OVERLAP model is similar to the MEMCOMP model, but the part of equation (2) representing the computations is adapted with a multiplication factor indicating the percentage of computations that are not overlapped with memory transfers. We name this factor non-overlapping factor (nof ). Therefore, the execution time of a blocked kernel according to the OVERLAP model is
Similar to t bi , the nof bi factor differs between block methods and blocks, and it is obtained through the following formula by profiling a large dense matrix that exceeds the highest level of cache of the target machine:
where t real bi is the real execution time for the specific block method and block applied to the profiled dense matrix, and t bi is as computed for the MEMCOMP model. The nominator of this fraction represents the time of computations that were not actually overlapped with memory transfers, while the denominator represents the estimated time for computations. Finally, it should be noted that all models presented ignore memory latencies, which means that they actually ignore the cache misses due to the irregular accesses on the input vector. As pointed out in [5] , these irregular accesses do not pose a significant performance impedence in most cases, since they can be tackled from hardware prefetching.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Matrix suite: The matrix suite used for our experiments is a set of sparse matrices obtained from Tim Davis' sparse matrix collection [4] . We chose to include matrices from different application domains, which could reveal the capabilities and possible shortcomings of the different blocking storage formats under evaluation. The matrix suite consists of 30 matrices (Tab. I). Matrices #1 (dense) and #2 (random) are special purpose matrices, while the remaining 28 are divided into two large categories: matrices #3-#16 come from problems without an underlying 2D/3D geometry, while matrices #17-#30 have a 2D/3D geometry. In general, sparse matrices with an underlying geometry exhibit more regular structure, so we expect blocking methods to perform better on these matrices. Finally, all selected matrices have large enough working sets (>25 MB in CSR format), so that none of them fits in the processor's cache.
System platform and experimental process: For our experimental evaluation we used a dual Intel Core 2 Duo Xeon processor clocked at 2.66 GHz. Each core has separate L1 I-cache and D-cache, 32 KiB each. The two cores share a 4 MiB, 16-way set associative L2 cache. This microarchitecture supports hardware prefetching, which was enabled. The memory subsystem can deliver up to 3.36 GiB/s according to the STREAM benchmark [11] . The system ran GNU/Linux, kernel version 2.6, for the x84 64 ISA. All programs were compiled using gcc, version 4.2, with the highest level of optimization (-O3). For the evaluation of each blocking storage format, we ran 100 consecutive SpMV operations using randomly generated input vectors.
A. Evaluation of blocking storage formats
We have implemented five different blocking storage formats: two with fixed size blocks using padding (BCSR and BCSD), two decomposed with fixed size blocks (BCSR-DEC and BCSD-DEC), and one with variable size blocks (1D-VBL). We also implemented the standard CSR format, in order to have a common baseline. We used four-byte integers for the indexing structures of every format, and onebyte entries for the additional data structure of 1D-VBL, which contains the block sizes. This restricts the number of maximum elements per block to 255, but in the rare case a greater block is encountered, it is split into 255-element chunks. For the fixed size blocking methods, we used blocks with up to eight elements, and we have implemented a blockspecific multiplication routine for each particular block. We did not use larger blocks, since preliminary experiments showed that such blocks cannot offer any speedup over standard CSR. We also implemented vectorized versions of the kernels for the fixed size blocking methods. Table II presents how many matrices each method "won", i.e., in how many matrices managed to provide the overall best performance, for every different configuration. Table III shows in detail the mininum, average, and maximum speedups over standard CSR per matrix, that each method achieved for the double precision configuration without vectorization. The results are similar for the remaining configurations, too.
We can make a number of observations from the results presented. First, the variable size 1D-VBL format cannot be considered very competitive on the microarchitecture used, since it managed to achieve the best performance (with a marginal, less than 3%, difference from the second, BCSR-DEC method) on only one matrix in a single configuration. In addition, it could not outperform CSR in most cases. This is mainly due to the overhead incurred by the additional data structure to store the block sizes. However, 1D-VBL achieved the best speedup for the dense matrix, but this is expected, since it can construct the largest blocks. On the other hand, CSR is still a competitive format, especially for matrices without an underlying 2D/3D geometry, where the blocking methods, even in their decomposed form, cannot perform adequately. Second, the performance of blocking methods with padding can significantly vary, especially in the case of BCSR. For example, the variation between minimum and maximum performance can be greater than 50% on those matrices where an average 10% speedup can be achieved over CSR. On the other hand, although decomposed methods are not so competitive as blocking methods with padding, especially for single precision, they exhibit a more stable behavior across different blocks, since the minimum and maximum performance differ only about 10%-15%.
We have also implemented multithreaded versions of the blocked methods under consideration. We have chosen not to implement a multithreaded version of 1D-VBL, since it proved to be not competitive in the single-threaded configuration. In order to assign work to threads, we have split the input matrix row-wise in as many portions as threads. We Table I : Matrix suite. The working set (ws) column represents the working set of the matrix stored in CSR format.
Method/Configuration dp dp-simd sp sp-simd CSR Table II : Total number of matrices that each format provided the best overall performance for the different configurations tried ('dp' stands for double precision and 'sp' for singleprecision). The special category matrices (dense, random) are ignored.
have also applied a static load balancing scheme, according to which we split the input matrix, such that each thread is assigned the same number of nonzeros. Specifically, for the case of methods with padding, we also accounted for the extra zero elements used for the padding. Figure 2 presents number of "wins" for each method for one, two, and four cores. The picture here is similar to the singlethreaded configuration: BCSR continues to gain the majority of matrices with CSR and BCSD following. From the above evaluation, it is obvious that there is no method that fits all the matrices. All blocking methods presented, except 1D-VBL, managed to achieve the best performance in at least 10% of the matrices of our matrix suite.
B. Evaluation of the performance models
A performance model for the selection of a blocking method can be evaluated with two metrics: (a) the prediction accuracy, i.e., how accurately it can predict the actual execution time of a blocked kernel, and (b) the selection accuracy, i.e., how close to the optimal combination of block method and block shape is its selection. Although the first metric implies the second, i.e., if a model can accurately predict the actual execution time of the kernel, then its selection would also be accurate, the inverse is not necessarily true. What is important for a performance model to accurately select the proper blocking method and block is to properly rank the different combinations of blocking methods and blocks with the help of its own prediction, even if the predicted execution time is not very accurate. We evaluate the performance models presented in Section IV with both metrics. Figure 3 depicts the average predicted execution time of each model normalized over the actual execution time of the kernel for single and double precision. Each point in these graphs represents the average predicted execution time of a model over all possible combinations of blocks and block methods for the matrix whose id lies on the x-axis (we have omitted the first two special matrices). The legend on the left of each subfigure describes the average distance of the predicted execution time from the actual execution time for all matrices. This can be viewed as a metric of the prediction accuracy of each model. block kernel, and its prediction lies within 10% off the actual execution time. The MEM model can also provide an accurate prediction (≈15%) when the problem is very memory-bound (double precision). On the other hand, the MEMCOMP model cannot provide a precise prediction of the execution time for the majority of matrices, since it assumes no overlapping between memory transfers and computations. The prediction accuracy of the MEM and OVERLAP models verifies our initial assumption that memory latencies do not represent a significant portion of the total SpMV execution time. However, there exist matrices (#12, #14, #15, and #28) where all models, and especially the MEM and OVERLAP, fall short with their prediction. These are matrices that suffer from irregular accesses on the input vector, and therefore they are rather latency-bound than bandwidth-bound. To verify this, we ran a special custom benchmark on these matrices [5] . This benchmark zeros out the col ind structure of CSR, so that no misses are incurred due to irregular accesses. When we applied the benchmark, the performance of these matrices doubled, and even quadrapled in the case of matrix #12, whose structure is very irregular, meaning that these matrices suffer indeed from cache misses on the input vector. Finally, we should note that the MEMCOMP model provided much better accuracy in these cases, especially for matrix #28, because its assumption of non-overlapping memory transfers and computations holds. Figure 4 presents the real execution time of the block method and block that each model selected for the matrix on x-axis normalized over the overall best performance for this matrix. In these figures, the MEMCOMP and OVERLAP models selected also the implementation of the kernel, i.e., whether to use vectorization or not. For the MEM model, where the computational part of kernel is ignored, we selected the non-simd version by default. Table IV presents the total number of correct predictions (block method and block) for each model, as well as their average distance from the optimal selection. The OVERLAP model can provide a fairly accurate selection, whose performance lies within 2% off the optimal performance, whereas the selection of the other two models lies between 4% and 9%. The OVERLAP model, as depicted on Fig. 4 managed to provide nearly optimal selections for all matrices. We should also note here the very good selection accuracy of the MEMCOMP model, especially for double precision, despite its inability to accurately predict the actual execution time. Finally, for matrices #16-#30, where the different block methods where beneficial, both the MEMCOMP and OVERLAP models provided nearly optimal block selections, while the MEM model, which considers Table IV : Total number of optimal predictions for each model and the difference in performance between the real performance of the model's selection and the optimal performance (average over all matrices is presented).
solely the working set of the algorithm, did not produce very accurate selections.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we studied and evaluated a wide set of blocked methods on a matrix suite consisting of a variety of matrices from different application domains. We showed that a single blocking method cannot fit all matrices, and that there still exist cases where the standard CSR provides the best performance. For that reason, we proposed two new performance models that aid in the selection of the correct storage format and its proper configuration. Our models account also for the computational part of the kernel and for the memory latency hiding mechanisms, such as hardware prefetching, that modern commodity architectures offer. We compared these models with the classic memory bandwidth-aware model, showing that they can provide more accurate selections and predictions. As a future work, we intend to extend these models to also account for memory latencies, which in some cases consist the main performance bottleneck of SpMV. Another important future direction is to consider the adaptation of these models on multicore platforms. Finally, we plan to develop more intelligent and adaptive performance models for the execution of sparse kernels based on machine learning. 
